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1 1 . . <1,_ed products is the

chief desire of The Chronicle' / .
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plant, and we fully believe the in*

creasing- popularity of our printing
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can be attributed to this one fea-.'
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ture. This assertion is strengthen-
;ed by the many ' satisfied patrons
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who are today using our products
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and assuring us that they are pleas-
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ed by placing new order..
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ganthaler Junior Linotype, Cot
-

7

Coaler & Price Job esses and
Paper Cutter, Stapling Machine.pull¬
ed by ait I. H. C. Gasoline Engine, be-

;¦ ''
nsides a complete stock of printers sta-

tionery and inks.

We are here to serve you with any¬
thing in the line of Printed Stationery
for your business ancLpersonal use.

|UR patrons are
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not alone con-

fined to this city,".V *

we are constantly receiving
out-of-town customers. They re-

cognize that the best results can
.? ' \

only be obtained by the use of up-;
to-date machinery and type -ifaces,i.' ,v 4

To this end we have worked until
we now have one ot the best equip¬
ped printing plants in this section- of
Carolina. '
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.»T*HE value of well printed
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* neat appearing stationery
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been amply demonstrated.
Consult us before going else-

¦- . :where. *
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